


Chemique was founded on the premise of developing and 
marketing top quality, innovative products that meet or exceed 
our customers expectations. With over 45 years of manufactur-
ing experience, we are constantly looking to improve our product 
line by adjusting existing products and adding “state of the art” 
products that satisfy our customers requirements, with safety, 
efficiency and price in mind. We realize that our greatest asset is 
a satisfied customer.

Our products are tested under laboratory conditions and 
extensively field tested before they are offered for sale. All our 
products are manufactured with consistent quality that our cus-
tomers expect. We assure your satisfaction with a 30 day money 
back guarantee and personalized service.

Chemique products are used by, sold by and/or recommended 
by many companies such as: paint and sundry dealers, home 
centers, hardware stores, plumbing suppliers, kitchen and bath 
boutiques, bathroom fixture manufacturers, tile stores, marble 
fabricators, janitor suppliers, food service companies, transit 
authorities, airline companies, automotive dealerships, building 
restoration companies, government facilities and others as well 
with excellent results.

In addition to our consistent, top quality products, you can 
always rely on Chemique to maintain traditional service values 
and tollfree technical support.

As you will see, we have an extensive line of products for many 
applications. If you have any questions, please call us on our 
toll-free number at 1-800-225-4161.
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KRC-7® Bathroom 
Cleaner/Restorer
Original Gel Formula
KRC-7® will safely and effectively remove 
soap scum, hard water stains, rust, mineral 
deposits, stains caused by mold and mildew 
and other contaminates from non-slip tubs, 
acrylic, real ceramic tile, fiberglass, plastic, 
stainless, copper, brass, aluminum and glass 
surfaces. KRC-7® does not contain any bleach, 
abrasives, caustic, muriatic acid or petroleum 
distillates. KRC-7® is non-flammable and 
non-fuming. 

Available in 5 sizes:
#72416 16 Oz. Squeeze Bottle (24/Case)
#01832 32 Oz. Squeeze Bottle (18/Case)
#12870 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00075 5 Gallon Pail
#00755 55 Gallon Drum

KRC-7® ULTRA Foaming
Bathroom Cleaner/Restorer
A high foaming, easy to use, trigger spray 
formulation, using the same highly effective 
ingredients as KRC-7® Original and is equally 
effective. KRC-7® Ultra safely removes soap 
scum, hard water stains, rust, mineral depos-
its, stains caused by mold and mildew and 
other contaminates from non-slip tubs, acrylic, 
real ceramic tile, fiberglass, plastic, stainless, 
copper, brass, aluminum and glass     surfac-
es. KRC-7® Ultra does not contain any bleach, 
abrasives, caustic, muriatic acid or petroleum 
distillates. KRC-7® Ultra is non-flammable and 
non-fuming.

Available in 4 sizes:
#71232 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#70020 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#70050 5 Gallon Pail
#70055 55 Gallon Drum

KRC-7® PROTECT 
Surface Guard
KRC-7® is a safe, neutral pH, biodegradable 
protectant that imparts an invisible, protective 
shield on all smooth and polished surfaces. 
KRC-7® leaves a smudge-proof shield which 
dirt cannot penetrate. KRC-7® is resistant to 
finger marking, water spotting, dirt, hard water 
stains and fogging. KRC-7® is long lasting, will 
not discolor any surface and does not build-up 
after multiple uses. Applying KRC-7® PROTECT 
makes cleaning easier and can increase the 
time between cleanings. Use after cleaning 
with KRC-7® Bathroom Cleaner or KRC-7® 
Multi Surface Cleaner.

Available in 4 sizes:
#78903 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78913 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#78953 5 Gallon Pail
#78963 55 Gallon Drum

WhirlAway® Plumbing
System Cleaner & Deodorizer
WhirlAway® is a white, free-flowing, granular 
cleaning agent that provides excellent results 
economically. It is a powerful cleaning, bleach-
ing, stain removing and deodorizing product 
for whirlpools, spas, dishwashers and clothes 
washers. WhirlAway® is environmentally safe, 
100% biodegradable, meets the Toxic Sub-
stance Control Act and FDA classification GRAS 
(generally recognized as safe). WhirlAway® 
does not contain any chlorine compounds or 
hypochlorite bleaches.

It solubilizes and/or emulsifies contaminates 
such as soap scum, bath oils, body oils, mold 
& mildew stains, mineral deposits and dirt 
accumulations that produce infectious bacteria 
and sulfides that produce objectionable odors. 
Also, when the odor is eliminated, the sulfides 
are prevented from forming corrosive sulfuric 
acid, thereby reducing corrosion in the line. 
Use 8 ounces monthly to clean and deodor-
ize any plumbing system. WhirlAway® can be 
safely used in all plumbing systems, including 
bath systems, washing machines and  garbage 
disposal units. WhirlAway will not harm or mar 
acrylic, fiberglass, ABS plastic or any other 
surfaces.

Available in 4 sizes:
#00024 8 Oz. Jar (24/Case)
#00124 2 Lb. Jar with Scoop (12/Case)
#00224 10 Lb. Jar with Scoop (4/Case)
#04024 40 Lb. Pail

KRC-7® 
Bathroom & 
Kitchen Care
When an 
Ordinary 
Cleaner 
Won’t Do!®

Our line of Bathroom and Kitchen 
Care products includes some of our 
best selling items. Widely accepted 
and recommended by most leading 
plumbing manufacturers, KRC-7® 
ULTRA Foaming Bathroom Cleaner is 
now available in an easy to use 32 
ounce trigger spray bottle. In addition 
to KRC-7® ULTRA, we added a MULTI 
Professional Strength Cleaner, MOLD 
Mold & Mildew Stain Remover and 
PROTECT. If your customers are look-
ing for products that perform better 
than what they are currently using, try 
our products. We guarantee you will 
be pleased with the results! Call us toll 
free at 1-800-225-4161 or visit our 
web site at www.chemique.com



KRC-7® MOLD Bleach Free Mold & 
Mildew Stain Remover
MOLD is a safe, bleach free product that can be used 
on many surfaces where bleach based products 
cannot be used. Use MOLD on painted surfaces, 
fiberglass, plastic, vinyl, aluminum, wood, concrete, 
stone, metal, lawn furniture and many other sur-
faces.

Available in 4 sizes:
#78932 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78916 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#78915 5 Gallon Pail
#78955 55 Gallon Drum 

KRC-7® GLASS Streak Free Glass Cleaner
Use KRC-7® GLASS to clean glass, mirrors, plastic, 
vinyl, chrome, counter tops, fixtures, appliances, 
stainless steel and most other smooth surfaces. 
Surfaces treated with KRC-7® GLASS are resistant to 
smearing and finger marking, producing a sparkling, 
clean surface. KRC-7® GLASS is a professional 
strength cleaner that was originally formulated for 
the automotive detailing market and is now available 
through retail outlets.

Available in 4 sizes:
#78904 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78914 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#77954 5 Gallon Pail
#77964 55 Gallon Drum   
 
KRC-7® STAINLESS
Stainless Steel Cleaner & Protectant
An easy to use, water based cleaner and protectant 
especialy designed for stainless steel sinks and ap-
pliances. Guards against smudges and fingerprints. 
Keeps kitchen and bathroom fixtures looking great!

Available in 2 sizes:
#78905 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78915 1 Gallon (4/Case)

KRC-7® RESTORE
Advanced Shower, Tub & 
Tile Cleaner
The latest in our line of professional strength 
bath and kitchen care products. RESTORE quickly 
removes soap scum, hard water stains, calcium & 
lime deposits, rust, mold, mildew, algae and other 
unwanted stains and contaminates. Use RESTORE 
on ceramic tile, porcelain, fiberglass, non-slip tubs, 
acrylic and colored grout. RESTORE does not contain 
any bleach, phosphates, peroxide or mineral acids.

Available  in 2 sizes:
#78901 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78911 1 Gallon (4/Case)

KRC-7® CARPET
Cleaner & Stain Remover 
with Odor Neutralizer
A powerful, but safe cleaner and odor neutralizer for carpet-
ing, rugs and color fast wool rugs. Unlike some of the most 
powerful highly alkaline stain removers available today, 
CARPET does not leave behind tacky, soil attracting residues. 
While some of these products are effective cleaners, their 
residue can damage your carpet and cause rapid re-soiling. 
CARPET encapsulates dirt and soil so that it can be easily 
and completely removed – keeping your carpet cleaner 
longer. CARPET has received the Carpet & Rug Institute Seal 
of Approval.

Available in 2 sizes:
#78907 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78917 1 Gallon (4/Case)

KRC-7® CLEAN
Multi-Surface Cleaner
A powerful, biodegradeable, pH balanced cleaner. Use CLEAN 
to quickly remove dirt, grease, oil and many other unwanted 
contaminates. CLEAN can be used on painted surfaces, 
wood, CORIAN®, FORMICA®, solid surfaces, laminates, vinyl, 
plastic and metal.

Available in 2 sizes:
#78902 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78912 1 Gallon (4/Case)

KRC-7® MULTI 
Professional Strength Cleaner
A concentrated, biodegradable, heavy duty cleaner for use 
on any surface that is not harmed by water itself. Use KRC-
7® MULTI to remove grease, hard water stains, soap scum 
and other hard to remove contaminates from plastic, vinyl, 
Sterling® fixtures, Formica®, tile, porcelain, marble, granite, 
Corian®, glass, ceramic, painted surfaces and others as well. 
KRC-7® MULTI is concentrated and can be diluted with up to 
10 parts water for light cleaning and damp mopping.

Available in 4 sizes:
#78909 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#78919 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#78954 5 Gallon Pail
#78969 55 Gallon Drum

 



Artisan® MAINTAIN 
Neutral pH Cleaner
A pH balanced product for use on all natural 
stone. MAINTAIN can be used daily on marble, 
granite, limestone, slate, flagstone, travertine, 
quarry tile and terra cotta. It does not contain 
any harmful ingredients such as abrasives, acids, 
caustic or phosphates. Simply spray and wipe. 
MAINTAIN can also be used for mopping and on 
hardwood floors.

Available in 2 sizes:
#11880 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#11881 1 Gallon (4/Case)
   

Artisan® CLEAN 
Intensive Stone Cleaner
A pH balanced cleaner with a pleasant aroma. 
It can be used daily on natural stone to remove 
stubborn soap scum and other contaminates 
from marble, granite, limestone and other natural 
stone surfaces. It will not etch like vinegar or 
build up with regular use.

Available in 2 sizes:   
#11220 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#11221 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® Stone Care
Stone Care Made Easy!®

Although marble and granite are thought of as “maintenance free” 
these surfaces do require attention. If not properly cared for, your 
expensive investment can be damaged to the point where it has to 
be refinished or replaced- both of which are costly.

Natural stone surfaces have to be cleaned, protected and main-
tained with products that are specially designed for natural stone 
surfaces. Using general household detergents, abrasives, acids or 
alkali solutions will damage in integrity of any natural surface.

Staining from food and drinks is also an issue which needs to be 
addressed.  Simply spilling a drink can cause staining which may 
require time consuming poulticing to remove the stain. Applying the 
proper water & oil repellent will help to eliminate staining and the 
expense of restoring a discolored natural surface.

Give you investment the attention it requires with Artisan® Stone 
Care Products.



Artisan® POLISH 
Stone Polish
The final protective step after cleaning and 
sealing. Leaves a rich, luxurious shine that is 
worthy of admiration! Regular use leaves treated 
surfaces with and invisible, smudge-proof finish 
that repels water, mildew and rust.

Available in 2 sizes:
#11330 32 Oz. Spray (12/Case)
#11331 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® SEAL Penetrating Stone 
Sealer & Oil Repellent
An easy to apply penetrating sealer and oil 
repellent that helps to maintain an etch-free, 
stain-free surface. A must for all polished marble, 
granite, limestone, shower walls, vanity counter 
tops and grout joints.

Available in 2 sizes:
#11440 32 Oz. Bottle (12/Case)
#11441 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® ENHANCE Penetrating 
Enhancer & Sealer
Eliminates the “dusty look” of tumbled marble, 
flamed granite, concrete and stucco surfaces.  
ENHANCE brings out the color and refinement of 
these unpolished surfaces. A newly developed 
product that combines fluorochemical with 
silicone for maximum oil and water repellency. 
This breathable formula outperforms typical film 
forming products. Not for use on polished or 
honed surfaces.

Available in 2 sizes:
#22330 32 Oz. Bottle (12/Case)
#22331 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® PROTECT For Unpolished 
Stone & Tile
Artisan® PROTECT is a topical, water based 
sealer for use on grout, tumbled, stone, flamed 
granite, unglazed ceramic, stamped concrete 
and other similar surfaces. It forms a durable 
barrier, against stain generating contaminates. 
It is a penetrating sealer which bonds to the 
substrate and hardens the surface. Artisan® 
PROTECT can also be applied to unglazed tile, 
tumbled or flamed natural stone surfaces.This 
product is not suitable for use on glazed ceramic 
tile, polished or honed stone.

Available in 2 sizes:
#11660 32 Oz. Bottle (12/Case)
#11661 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® Stain Remover
Use to remove deep stains from natural stone 
surfaces that cannot be removed with cleaners.  
Combine poultice with Artisan® CLEAN for maxi-
mum efficiency.

Available in 4 sizes:
#22111 8 Oz. Jar (12/Case)
#22112 2 Lb. Jar (12/Case)
#22118 1 Gallon. Pail (4/Case)
#22113 5 Gallon. Pail

For more information on these and 

other Chemique® products, 

please call 1-800-225-4161 

or visit us at 

www.Chemique.com.



DWR® Deck & Wood Cleaner/Restorer
This is a concentrated product for exterior wood sur-
faces. DWR® Cleaner/Restorer removes dirt, stains and 
other contaminates out of the wood, (unlike bleach) re-
storing grayed and weathered wood back to its natural, 
honey golden color. It will also remove stains caused by 
mold, mildew, tannin and water stains.

Available in 2 sizes and a professional concentrate:
#00510 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00510 1 Gallon w/Brightener (4/Case)
#00515 5 Gallon Pail
#00520 5 Gallon Pail Concentrate 

DWR® Deck & Wood Mildew Stain Remover
Deck & Wood Mildew Stain Remover is a concentrated, 
water dilutable product that removes the stubborn 
stains caused by mold, mildew and algae. Use DWR on 
wood decks, siding and fencing. DWR can also be used 
on concrete, block, stucco and vinyl siding. 

Available in 2 sizes: 
#00815 5 Gallon Pail
#00820 55 Gallon Drum

DWR® Deck & Wood Stripper
This is a ready to use product, formulated to remove 
deteriorated oil based stains and clear finishes. DWR® 
Stripper is a biodegradable product. It does not contain 
bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting 
ingredients. It will also restore wood to its natural, honey 
golden color, while preparing the surface for recoating. 
It is recommended for all wood surfaces including cedar, 
redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak decks, siding 
and fencing.

Available in 2 sizes and a professional concentrate:
#00610 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00610 1 Gallon w/Brightener (4/Case)
#00615 5 Gallon Pail
#00620 5 Gallon Pail Concentrate 
                                     
DWR® Sprayable Deck & Wood Stripper
DWR® Deck & Wood Stripper is now available in a ready 
to use, spray formula. Excellent for use on hard to reach 
areas, railings and spindles. This product contains the 
same amount of active ingredients as the original strip-
per and can be readily applied with a plastic sprayer.  
Simply spray on and rinse off!

Available in 2 sizes and a professional concentrate:
#00110 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00110 1 Gallon w/Brightener (4/Case)
#00115 5 Gallon Pail
#00120 5 Gallon Pail Concentrate 

DWR® Deck & Wood Brightener/Neutralizer
Organic Wood Brightener & Neutralizer is a powdered, 
100% biodegradable product for brightening exterior, 
natural wood surfaces that have darkened after using 
our DWR Cleaner or Stripper. It can also be used by itself 
to restore slightly gray wood  surfaces. After cleaning 
or stripping wood, we strongly recommend using this 
product to brighten and neutralize surface before staining 
or coating.

Available in 2 sizes:
#00410 8 Oz. Bag (24/Case)
#00420 8 Lb. Jar (4/Case)

DWR® Deck & Wood Coating Rejuvenator 
A professional, concentrated formulated for cleaning and 
restoring sound deck coatings, stains and finishes.  Reju-
venator restores surface to like new without stripping or 
harming the existing finish. Periodic use will extend the 
life of the coating. Removes all surface dirt, grime, mold 
& mildew stains, tannin, water and rust stains. Bleach 
free formula.

Available in 2 sizes:
#00210 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00215 5 Gallon Pail

Don’t be fooled by “inexpensive, easy to use” bleach (sodium 
hypochlorite) based deck and wood cleaners. Bleach based products 
are effective against mildew, but do not remove dirt, stains and 
other surface contaminates. Not only is bleach ineffective in remov-
ing dirt and surface contaminates, it will leave your wood with a 
pale, bleached-out, unnatural tone. Bleach is too harsh to use on 
wood and actually does more harm than good. Bleach will soften 
and break down the wood fibers which will lead to poor adhesion 
and premature failure of any coatings or sealers. Also, bleach and 
the chemicals in water repellent coatings are not compatible. By 
cleaning with bleach, the durability and life of a coating will be 
greatly reduced, and in most cases, by more than 50%. Use DWR® 
Restoration products to restore the natural beauty of the wood.  

ALL DWR® Deck & Wood Care Products 
are available in 55 gallon drums.

DWR® Deck Care 
Deck Care Made Easy!TM



New England® Deck & Wood Finish
New England® Deck & wood Products Provide 
Superior: Water Repellency, Mildew Resistance, 
Color Retention, Scuff Resistance, U.V. Protection, 
Adhesion

New England® Deck & Wood Transparent Finish
Water based, high solids deck and wood finish 
that prevent graying from U.V. exposure.  New 
England’s® superior resin provides unmatched 
UV protection through the use of trans-oxide 
pigments, uv absorbers and uv stabilizers.  New 
England® Transparent Finishes provide superior 
water repellency, mildew resistance, color 
retention and scuff resistance.  “Gives Wood 
that Furniture Finish Look.”  Available in cedar, 
natural cedar, brown and redwood tones and a 
clear base.

Available in 2 sizes:
#99991 1 gallon (4/case), transparent 
#99995 5 gallon pail, transparent

ION-417® Ultra House Wash Concentrate
Exposure to sunlight, acid rain, soot, dirt, algae, aging 
and pigment migration all contribute to the surface 
deterioration that can be corrected with an ION-417® 
reconditioning wash. ION-417® is an all organic, bio-
degradable restoration product that can be safely used 
on aluminum and vinyl siding and painted surfaces. It 
does not contain harsh solvents, caustics, carbonates or 
soaps that leave greasy films. ION-417 is a phosphate 
free cleaner.

Available in 2 sizes:
#00310 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00315 5 Gallon Pail



Artisan® Penetrating Water Repellent
This is a solvent free, silane modified, siloxane emulsion 
which forms a breathable, clear, water repellent sealer. It 
is a deep penetrating product that does not change the 
appearance of the substrate and provides excellent water 
repellency, even in wind driven rain. Artisan® Penetrating 
Water Repellent prevents water absorption, which reduces 
or eliminates cracking, spalling, efflorescence and general 
freeze/thaw damage. Excellent for concrete, stucco, brick, 
pavers, block, split face block, pre-cast, clay tiles, exposed 
aggregate and most other masonry surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99441 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99445 5 Gallon Pail
#99446 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Penetrating Color Enhancer 
& Repellent
Color Enhancer & Repellent is a newly developed, 
solvent free product that provides color enhancement 
(surface darkening) and water and oil repellency. 
This water based product is a breathable, durable 
sealer that is U.V. resistant. Artisan® is excellent for 
pavers and exposed aggregate where color 
enhancement is desired. It can also be used 
on concrete, brick, pre-cast, clay tiles and 
most other masonry surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99331 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99335 5 Gallon Pail
#99336 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Paver Cleaner
Artisan® Paver Cleaner safely restores concrete pavers, 
stamped concrete, brick, exposed aggregate and 
other similar surfaces. Use Artisan(R) to remove stains, 
light efflorescence and surface discolorations that 
accumulate throughout the winter and during in-season 
use. This product is non-fuming, V.O.C. compliant and 
phosphate free.
Available in 3 sizes:
#99911     1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99915     5 Gallon Pail
#99916     55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Efflorescence Remover
Remove efflorescence without pitting or etching the 
surface. A fast acting, water based product that does 
not contain any muriatic (hydrochloric) acid, is non-
fuming and non-corrosive to the skin. Use to remove 
efflorescence prior to sealing. Use on pavers, brick, 
concrete, pre-cast, block, split face block, exposed 
aggregate and most other similar masonry surfaces.  

Available in 3 sizes:
#99881 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99885 5 Gallon Pail
#99886 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® For Pavers, 
Brick & Masonry
Paver Care Made Easy!TM 
 



Artisan® Grease & Oil Emulsifier
Use Grease & Oil Emulsifier for grease and oil stain 
emulsification and general heavy duty cleaning. This is 
a water based, bleach free, biodegradable product that 
does not contain any harsh solvents, acids or phosphates. 
Simply spray on and rinse off. 
Available in 3 sizes:
#99771  1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99775 5 Gallon Pail
#99776 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Grease & Oil Remover
Artisan® Grease & Oil Remover is a thick, pourable 
product that pulls grease and oil stains from masonry 
surfaces. Simply pour directly onto the stain, allow to dry, 
remove residue, then rinse with water. Use on pavers, 
brick, concrete, pre-cast, split face block, exposed 
aggregate, clay tiles, most other masonry surfaces and 
asphalt.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99994 1 Quart (12/Case)
#99991 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99995 5 Gallon Pail

Artisan® Light Duty Rust Remover
Artisan® Light Duty Rust Remover quickly removes 
surface rust from masonry surfaces without pitting or 
etching the surface.  Use on pavers, brick, concrete, pre-
cast, block, split face block, exposed aggregate, clay tiles 
and most other similar masonry surfaces. 
Available in 3 sizes:
#99551 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99555 5 Gallon Pail
#99556 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Heavy Duty Rust Remover
Use Artisan® Heavy Duty Rust Remover to remove deep 
seated rust stains without pitting or etching the surface. 
This is a professional strength product does not contain 
any muriatic (hydrochloric) acid. Use on pavers, brick, 
concrete, pre-cast, block, split face block, exposed 
aggregate and most other similar masonry surfaces.  

Available in 3 sizes:
#99861 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99865 5 Gallon Pail
#99866 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Topical Enhancer SB
Topical Enhancer SB is a V.O.C. compliant, solvent based 
acrylic sealer that enhances the natural color or pavers, 
brick, tumbled marble, flamed granite, concrete, exposed 
aggregate, split faced block and other similar surfaces.  
Multiple coats will increase gloss. 

Available in 3 sizes:
#33441 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#33445 5 Gallon Pail
#33446 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Organic Stain Remover
A safe, biodegradable product that when mixed 
with water produces a powerful cleaning solution 
that is effective in the removal of stains caused by 
mold and mildew.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99001 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99005 5 Gallon Pail
#99006 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Poly Haze Remover
Quickly removes stubborn poly haze from pavers. 
Restores the natural color of pavers without etching 
or pitting. This is a safe, water based product that 
does not contain any muriatic acid.

Available in 3 sizes:
#33551 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#33555 5 Gallon Pail
#33556 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Nano-Acrylic Protective Sealer
A superior, water based sealer that is formulated 
with a nano-particle acrylic resin. This sealer gives 
a highly durable and U.V. resistant finish with a 
satin sheen.  Apply to pavers, brick, concrete, pre-
cast, block, split face block, exposed aggregate, 
clay tiles and most other masonry surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99111 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99115 5 Gallon Pail
#99116 55 Gallon Drum



ARTISAN® Building 
Restoration Products
The beauty of natural stone can be quickly destroyed by using 
aggressive cleaners. Cleaning products that contain muriatic acid, 
hydrochloric acid or caustic are highly corrosive and can quickly 
damage the surface. Artisan® Building Restoration Products do 
not contain any muriatic, hydrochloric or caustic.

Variables such as stone type, age and environmental exposure 
must be taken into consideration when determining a restoration 
method.

Protect that beauty and protect your investment with Artisan®

Building Restoration Products

Artisan® No Pane 
Restoration Cleaner
A newly developed, hydrofluoric free building 
restoration cleaner that will not etch glass.  
No Pane safely restores concrete, flamed 
granite, block and other similar surfaces 
without pitting or etching.

Available in 3 sizes:
#33661 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#33665 5 Gallon Pail
#33666 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Efflorescence Remover
A fast acting, muriatic free product that safely removes 
efflorescence from brick, pavers, concrete, stone and 
exposed aggregate. A powerful remover that is non-fuming 
and non-corrosive to the skin. Restores surface to like new.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99881 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99885 5 Gallon Pail
#99886 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan®Safer Limestone Cleaner
One step, heavy duty restorer for Limestone. Removes at-
mospheric stains and discolorations without etching, pitting 
or damaging the surface. This is a caustic free formula.

Available in 3 sizes:
#13110 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#13115 5 Gallon Pail
#13155 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Safer Heavy Duty 
Restoration Cleaner
Restores most masonry surfaces including brick, concrete, 
flamed granite, block and other similar surfaces. Slightly 
gelled product clings to surface easily and allows for 
longer dwell time when necessary. Removes carbon and 
atmospheric and pollution staining. This product does not 
contain muriatic, hydrochloric, bleach, caustic or solvents.

Available in 3 sizes:
#22210 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#22215 5 Gallon Pail
#22255 55 Gallon Drum



Artisan® Metal Restorer
A professional strength cleaner formulated
to clean and restore unfinished metal 
surfaces. Removes rust, oxidation, tarnish, 
water stains and mineral deposits. Use on 
copper, brass, aluminum stainless, bronze 
and chrome.

Available in 3 sizes:
#12870 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#00075 5 Gallon Pail
#00755 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Safer Mold & Mildew 
Stain Remover For Wood
A ready to use, bleach free, water 
based product that removes stains 
caused by mold and mildew. Best 
on wood surfaces. Can also be 
used on precast, concrete, block, 
brick, natural stone and other 
similar surfaces.

Available in 2 sizes:
#78616 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#78656 5 Gallon Pail

Artisan® Organic Stain Remover 
For Masonry
A safe, biodegradable product that when mixed with 
water produces a powerful cleaning solution that 
is effective in the removal of stains caused by 
mold and mildew.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99001 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99005 5 Gallon Pail
#99006 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Safer Heavy Duty 
Restoration Gel
Restores most masonry surfaces including light 
colored brick, concrete, flamed granite, block and 
other similar surfaces. Slightly gelled product clings 
to surface easily and allows for longer dwell time 
when necessary. Removes carbon and atmospheric 
staining without the use of harsh acids..

Available in 3 sizes:
#33351 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#33355 5 Gallon Pail
#33356 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Architectural Restorer
Water based, biodegradable, heavy duty detergent 
that can be safely used on masonry and painted 
surfaces. Safe for interior and exterior applications. 
Does not contain any caustic, acids or phosphates.

Available in 3 sizes:
#61417 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#05417 5 Gallon Pail
#55417 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Penetrating Water Repellent
A water based, breathable repellent that provides 
superior protection against water infiltration. Unpro-
tected surfaces are susceptible to cracking, spalling 
and efflorescence. This product does not change the 
appearance of the surface and is non-film forming.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99441 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99445 5 Gallon Pail
#99446 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Safer Heavy Duty 
Masonry Rust Remover
Removes deep seated rust stains from 
masonry, brick, pavers, concrete and 
exposed aggregate. Does not contain 
hydrochloric acid. Designed for the 
most difficult to remove rust stains.

Available in 3 sizes:
#99661 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#99665 5 Gallon Pail
#99666 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Marble Restorer
Water based, biodegradable formula that can be 
safely used on polished or honed marble, travertine 
and other similar surfaces. Safe for interior or exte-
rior applications. Does not contain any caustic acids 
or phosphates.

Available in 3 sizes:
#44410 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#44415 5 Gallon Pail
#44455 55 Gallon Drum



StripIt® Paint 
Removal Products
Paint Removal 
Made Easy!TM

StripIt® Advanced Paint Removal Products are blended with the 
most effective ingredients, combining ease of use, safety and 
the environment. All StripIt® products meet or exceed all V.O.C. 
regulations and do not contain any methylene chloride, methanol 
or petroleum distillates.

StripIt® Heavy Duty Alkaline 
Paint Remover
A water based, alkaline paint and coating remover. This remover 
is non-fuming, odor free, nonflammable and biodegradable. Can 
be used on concrete, brick, stone, steel, wood, fiberglass, plastic 
and other surfaces. Use StripIt® to remove multiple coats of lead 
based paint, lead based primers and various oil and water based 
paints.

Available in 3 sizes:
#88111 1 Gallon Kit
#88115 5 Gallon Pail Kit
#88117 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Safer Water Based 
Paint Remover
A water based, environmentally friendly paint and coating 
remover. This product is practically odor free, non-flammable 
and biodegradable. Can be used on brick, stone, metal, wood, 
fiberglass and other surfaces. Use StripIt® to remove multiple 
coats of latex, acrylic, urethane, varnish, lacquer and architectural 
and industrial coatings. Does not require neutralization.

Available in 3 sizes:
#88334 1 Quart (6/Case)
#88331 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#88335 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Professional Strength 
High Performance Paint Remover
A water based, environmentally friendly paint and coating 
remover. This remover is a low odor, non-flammable and 
biodegradable product. Can be used on concrete, brick, 
stone, aluminum, wood, fiberglass, plastic and other 
surfaces. Use StripIt® to remove multiple coats of latex, 
acrylic, urethane, varnish, lacquer and architectural & 
industrial coatings. Can also be used to remove lead based 
paints, elastomeric and automotive finishes. Does not 
require neutralization.

Available in 2 sizes:
#88441 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#88445 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Safer Solvent Based 
Paint Remover
A professional strength, environmentally friendly paint and 
coating remover that is suitable for use on many surfaces 
and effectively removes a wide variety of coatings. Can 
be used on concrete, brick, stone, metal, wood, plaster, 
fiberglass and other surfaces. Use StripIt® to remove 
multiple coats of paint, acrylic, urethane, varnish, lacquer, 
enamel, epoxy, alkyd, chlorinated rubber automotive & 
marine finishes, mastic aluminum and industrial coatings. 
Does not require neutralization.

Available in 3 sizes:
#88224 1 Quart (6/Case)
#88221 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#88225 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Neutralizer
An easy to use, environmentally friendly neutralizing agent 
that must be applied after using our StripIt® Heavy Duty 
Alkaline Remover. It is imperative that StripIt® Neutralizer is 
used to reduce surface pH, even if the surface is not being 
painted after paint removal. 

Available in 2 sizes:
#88667 1 Lb. Bag (12/Case)
#88668 1 Gallon (4/Case)

StripIt® Professional Strength Neutralizer
A concentrated liquid neutralizing agent that must be 
used after using our StripIt® Alkaline Remover or StripIt® 
Extra Strength Paint Remover. It is imperative that StripIt® 
Professional Neutralizer is used to reduce surface pH, even 
if the surface is not being painted after removal.

Available in 1 size:
#88995 5 Gallon Pail



StripIt® Extra Heavy Duty 
Alkaline Paint Remover
An extra heavy duty, water based, alkaline paint and 
coating remover. This remover is non-fuming, odor free, 
nonflammable and biodegradable. Can be used on concrete, 
brick, stone, aluminum, wood, fiberglass, plastic and other 
surfaces. Use StripIt® to remove multiple coats of lead 
based paint, lead based primers, urethane, cross-linked 
polymers, silanes, curing agents and various architectural 
coatings. 

Available in 1 size:
#88555 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Safer Water Based 
Paint Remover GEL
A water based, environmentally friendly paint and coating 
remover. This product is practically odor free, non-
flammable and biodegradable. Can be used on brick, stone, 
metal, wood, fiberglass and other surfaces. Excellent for 
horizontal surfaces. Use StripIt® GEL to remove multiple 
coats of latex, acrylic, urethane, varnish, lacquer and 
architectural and industrial coatings. Does not require 
neutralization.

Available in 2 sizes:
#88330 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#88333 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Final Wash Paint Residue Remover
StripIt® Final Wash is a water based, environmentally 
friendly product for removing paint residue left on the 
surface after paint stripping. Use StripIt® Final Wash after 
using any of our StripIt® Paint Removal products. This 
product does not contain any hazardous methylene chloride, 
methanol, caustic or NMP. Use StripIt® on interior and 
exterior surfaces including concrete, brick, stone, metal, 
wood, fiberglass and other surfaces.
 
Available in 2 sizes:
#81230 22 oz. (12/Case)
#81231 1 Gallon (4/Case)

StripIt® Paint Remover for Steel Surfaces
A water based, alkaline remover that is formulated to remove lead 
based paint and other coatings from steel surfaces. Contains a 
polymer that forms a film on the surface of the remover. This self-
sealing film inhibits lead dust from becoming airborne and keeps 
the remover wet/active during the removal process

Available in 1 size:
#88775 5 Gallon Pail

StripIt® Paper 
Use StripIt® Paper in conjunction with our professional strength 
paint removal products for safety purposes and to increase dwell 
times. Prevent chemical contact by covering any StripIt paint 
remover with our StripIt® Paper. Applying StripIt® Paper over 
any of our paint removers will provide extended dwell times by 
reducing the evaporation rate. This reduction in evaporation rate 
will allow the paint remover to remain active for an extended 
period of time and improve overall removal properties. 
 
StripIt® Paper is available in packs of 100 square feet (10 sheets 
x 10 square feet each), 13” x 300’ rolls and 36” x 100’ rolls.



Artisan® Anti-Graffiti 
Products
Artisan® 2-Part Anti-Graffiti 
Barrier Coating
A permanent, 2 component, fluorinated coating for 
superior protection against graffiti. This product 
contains a fluorinated resin which inhibits graffiti 
penetration and aids in the removal.

Available in 2 sizes:
#22310 1 Gallon (2/Case)
#22315 Gallon Kit

Artisan® Anti-Graffiti Protectant
A single component, non-sacrificial, water based 
protectant for masonry surfaces, that dries to a clear, 
breathable finish. Inhibits graffiti and water intrusion 
to above grade applications.

Available in 2 sizes:
#33331 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#33335 5 Gallon Pail

Artisan® Sacrificial Anti-Graffiti Coating
Protects masonry and painted surfaces from graffiti 
attacks. Dries to a clear finish that inhibits graffiti 
from penetrating onto the substrate. Use on con-
crete, stucco, block, precast and painted surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#55510 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#55515 5 Gallon Pail
#55555 55 Gallon Drum

Artisan® Graffiti Remover
Safety removes graffiti from permanent  graffiti bar-
rier coatings. Removes marker, spray paint and ink. 
This is a water based remover that does not contain 
any NMP.

Available in 2 sizes:
#42010 32 Oz Spray (12/Case)
#42015 1 Gallon (4/Case)

Artisan® Graffiti & Shadow 
Stain Remover
A powerful graffiti remover that quickly removes 
graffiti from bare masonry surfaces. Removes marker, 
spray paint and ink. This is a water based remover 
that does not contain any NMP or methylene chloride.

Available in 2 sizes:
#45010 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#45011 5 Gallon  Pail

DWRII® Graffiti Remover GEL
A unique, zero V.O.C. graffiti remover gel. DWRII will 
dissolve, suspend and remove imbedded markings 
and defacements from a variety of surfaces. DWRII 
does not contain any chlorinated solvents, caustic, 
acid, NMP or acetone. Use on painted surfaces, graf-
fiti barriers, vinyl, natural stone, brick, fabric, glass, 
plastic and other surfaces.

Available in 2 sizes:
#02210 16 Oz Bottle (12/Case)
#02215 1 Gallon  (4/Case)



BAC-2-NU® Stone & Masonry 
Cleaner/Restorer
BAC-2-NU® is a slightly acidic, heavy duty 
cleaner/restorer. It will remove a variety of 
contaminates from natural stone surfaces. BAC-
2-NU® does not contain any bleach, abrasives, 
caustic, muriatic acid or petroleum distillates. 
It is formulated as a ready to use product and 
is generally used accordingly; however, it can 
be diluted for light cleaning and non-slip floor 
applications in place of hydrofluoric acid, a highly 
toxic and corrosive chemical.

BAC-2-NU® can be used to clean and restore 
stone, brick, masonry, unglazed ceramic, 
travertine, marble (unpolished or unglazed), 
granite, limestone, stucco, terrazzo, terra-cotta 
and other similar type surfaces.  Use to remove, 
rust, chalking, efflorescence, atmospheric stains 
and dirt without etching, pitting or damaging the 
surface or joints.

Available in 3 sizes:
#22210 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#22215 5 Gallon Pail
#22255 55 Gallon Drum

C-13® Limestone Cleaner/Restorer
C-13® is a unique reconditioning product, for 
cleaning and restoring limestone surfaces. C-13® 
also works extremely well on marble and traver-
tine, removing accumulated surface contami-
nates, mineral deposits and atmospheric stains. 
Use for both interior and exterior applications. 
C-13® is effective over a wide dilution range. It 
works equally well in hot or cold water. C-13® 
does not contain any harsh solvents, phosphates 
or acids and does not require neutralization.

Available in 3 sizes:
#13110 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#13115 5 Gallon Pail
#13155 55 Gallon Drum

Stone & Masonry Restoration

The beauty of natural stone can be quickly destroyed 
given the wide array of surfaces available today. Variables 
like age, climate and stone type have to be taken into 
consideration when determining a restoration method.

C-14® Grouting Haze Remover
C-14® Grout Haze Remover is an acid-free, 
water dilutable product. It can be safely used 
on ceramic, quarry and Mexican tile, gran-
ite, marble, slate, brick and other natural and 
manmade stone and tile. C-14® is a muriatic free 
product. C-14® safely removes grouting haze 
without etching, pitting or damaging the surface 
or grouting – full strength or diluted.

Available in 2 sizes:
#14115 5 Gallon Pail
#14155 55 Gallon Drum

ION-422® Marble Cleaner/Restorer
ION-422® is a thickened, heavy duty cleaner/
restorer for marble surfaces, specifically glazed, 
polished and honed types. ION-422® does not 
contain any harsh solvents, abrasives, phos-
phates, caustics or acids. A surface restored with 
ION-422® will not attract dirt and does not leave 
a tacky film. ION-422® will not harm or mar sur-
rounding surfaces like glass, aluminum, masonry 
or painted surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#44410 1 Gallon (4/Case)
#44415 5 Gallon Pail
#44455 55 Gallon Drum

ION-417® Architectural 
Cleaner/Restorer
ION-417®, one of our best selling products, is 
a biodegradable and can be used to clean any 
surface that is not damaged by water itself. 
ION-417® does not contain any harsh solvents, 
phosphates, caustics or acids. ION-417® can be 
used on stone, brick, masonry, ceramic, porce-
lain, fiberglass, chrome, aluminum, stainless, 
glass, plastics, marble, tile linoleum, VAT tile, and 
many other surfaces.

Available in 3 sizes:
#61417 1 Gallon (4/case)
#05417 5 Gallon Pail
#55417 55 Gallon Drum

ION-417X® Extra Heavy Duty 
Cleaner/Restorer
ION-417X® is a stronger version of ION-417® 
for cleaning and restoring surfaces that require 
added strength for difficult cleaning problems. 
Although ION-417X® is a stronger product, it can 
also be used on all surfaces that are not dam-
aged by water itself, like ION-417®, with higher 
dilution rates.

Available in 3 sizes:
#41710 1 Gallon (4/case)
#41715 5 Gallon Pail
#41755 55 Gallon Drum



How To Place
An Order
Please use the stock number when ordering.
Include number of cases, pails and/or drums.
We ship all orders from our facility in Moorestown, New Jersey.
Order by phone, fax, e-mail or U.S. mail to:

CHEMIQUE, INC.
315 N. Washington Ave.
Moorestown, NJ 08057
tel: (856) 235-4161 in NJ
tel: (800) 225-4161
fax: (856) 273-0917
www.chemique.com
e-mail: chemique@aol.com

Deliveries
We ship in stock items the same day or the next business day for
orders received before 2pm. All orders are shipped via UPS Ground
Service or common carrier. Customers can request a carrier for orders
not meeting prepaid requirements.
When quicker deliveries are necessary, we can ship via:
UPS Next Day Air - delivered next day by 10:30 am.
UPS 2nd Day Air - delivered by the end of the 2nd business day.
UPS 3 Day Select - delivered by the end of the 3rd business day.
Saturday deliveries can also be arranged. Ask about shipping costs.

Visit Our Web Site
Everything in this catalog is also available through our web site. Any
new products, special offers or new information will be added to the
web site first. The system is fully encrypted and firewall safe. Simply
choose fax or e-mail to send us your order.

Private Labeling and Custom Blending
All of our products are available to our customers with
your design and logo. Call for information and minimum
requirements. We can also formulate/custom design special
products to meet your specific requirements.

Samples
Products for your evaluation are furnished free of charge. Samples
for your sales people are available at special prices, f.o.b. our facility.



315 N. Washington Ave.
Moorestown, NJ  08057

questions?/comments? 
call 800-225-4161
or visit us at chemique.com

Our products are tested under laboratory conditions and extensively field tested 

before they are offered for sale. All our products are manufactured with consis-

tent quality that our customers expect. We assure your satisfaction with a 30 

day money back guarantee and personalized service.

Chemique products are used by, sold by and/or recommended by many 

companies such as: paint and sundry dealers, home centers, hardware 

stores, plumbing suppliers, kitchen and bath boutiques, bathroom fixture 

manufacturers, tile stores, marble fabricators, janitor suppliers, food service 

companies, transit authorities, airline companies, automotive dealerships, 

building restoration companies, government facilities and others as well 

with excellent results.

In addition to our consistent, top quality products, you can always rely 

on Chemique to maintain traditional service values and toll free 

technical support.

As you will see, we have an extensive line of products for many 

applications. If you have any questions, please call us 

on our toll-free number at 1-800-225-4161.




